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Abstract: With the increasing demand of cloud computing and hence forth the demand of cloud storage for multiple
application, it is a high priority research demand for secure and efficient replication of the data. Moreover the failure is
an added component of risk to cloud storage. Though replicating data over cloud storage service providers is a common
task considering the low cost data recovery. However over replication of data may lead to integrity problem with uneffective cost factor. Multiple work share been addressing the same issue over a period of time to find the most
effective replication algorithm. But with a specific focus on domain dependent data and service providers. Hence in this
work we propose a comparative study of Erasure algorithm on various cloud service providers. This work also
demonstrates a theoretical framework for cost effective storage replication and discussion the performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The tremendous growth in cloud storage services and the fact that is has reached to a point where loss of data due to
failure is expected. The real challenge is thrown to the designer of the storage solutions for cloud services to protect the
data loss during failure. The core technology behind protecting data during loss is Erasure coding. Previous works
demonstrates the use of Erasure coding for the last two decades. However the true understanding of Erasure and
effective use of Erasure Codings never been discussed based on different cloud service provider. Thus this leads to
confusion in solution designer and developer community. Hence in this work we focus on fundamental understanding
of Erasure Coding, Comparisons and analysis of Erasure performances on multiple cloud storage service providers.
The storage systems on cloud came a long way in terms of capacity and latency time improvement. All the storage
hardware types are commonly failing to protect data during failures and unable to restrict data loss. The type of failure
can be not having control on getting disk sectors corrupted or the entire disk is becoming unusable. The storage
services have some self-protecting mechanism as extra-corrective information that can detect changing of few bits from
the original data and can still retrieve the originally stored data. However there are situations when multiple bits change
unexpectedly, then the self-protecting mechanism detects that as hardware failure and storage devices become unusable. This situations lead to loss of data. To handle these types of anomalies, the storage systems depend on Erasure
codes. The Erasure code deploys the mechanism of assured redundancy to overcome the failures. The most generalized
way of implementing this mechanism is replication of data over multiple locations. The most popular and simplest is
Redundant Array of Independent Disks or RAID. In that the most basic version of these implementations is RAID – 1,
where every data byte is stored in at least two parallel disks. This way the failure may not lead to loss of data as long as
a replicated copy of the data is available. This mechanism is easy to achieve, however this leads to many other
overhead factors like cost of storage. The storage cost should be at least double than the actual cost. Moreover in any
case if both the storage device fails then the complete solution becomes unusable. In the other hand, there are more
complex solutions under Erasure methodologies such as well-known Reed-Solomon codes. Reed-Solomon code can
overcome high level failures with little less extra storage. These codes provide high level of failure tolerance with
reduced cost. In communication systems the Erasure coding is similar to Error Correcting Codes or ECC. Here the
Erasure coding solves the similar types of problems but addresses very different types of problems. In message
communication, the error is caused by changing bits of the data. Here is the different lie between Erasure and message
communication as the location of the changing bits is unknown. Hence application of Erasure is restricted.
In this work we demonstrate the reasons of failure of storage systems in Section II, Compare the performance of fault
tolerance mechanisms in Section III, we discuss details of Erasure Code in Section IV, Compare the performance of
Erasure Codes in various cloud storage service providers in Section V, Discuss the performance measure factors in
Section VI, Describe the theoretical cost effective framework in Section VII and list the conclusions and future scope in
Section VIII.
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II. STORAGE FAILURE
The failure is the main reasons of data loss in any cloud storage solutions. Hence to reduce the downtime, the key factor
is to reduce the failure occurrences. During any disaster situation, there is no process to physically investigate the
reasons by visiting the data centre and examining the storage containers. Hence it is recommended to understand the
reasons for cloud storage failures and prepare according to that. Here we analyse the reasons for storage solutions
failure on cloud:
A. Failure Caused by Human Fault
Major of the mission critical applications handling mission critical data can lead to failure and data loss due to miss
handling by service engineers. The chance of no data loss remains on the effective man power the service provider
deploys to the system. The major reasons for failure can occur by miss leading service document, service procedure or
ignoring updates. It is a standard practice to write scripts to manage maintenance in all service providers. This becomes
crucial, when a wrong execution of a service script leads to application and data failure. The following is an example
of script, which may mislead the operation and can cause the data loss during backup operation:
EXECUTEdbo.DatabaseBackup@Databases= USER_DATABASES',
@URL = 'https://account.blob.core.server.net/storage',
@Credential = 'Credential_Secure',
@BackupType = 'FULL',
@Compress = 'Y',
@Encrypt = 'Y',
@EncryptionAlgorithm = 'AES_255',
@ServerCertificate = 'MyCertificate',
@Verify = 'Y'
Here the encryption algorithm is specified as AES_255 but the actual know algorithm to the system is AES_256. Hence
after the execution of this script, the backed up data will be inaccessible.
B. Failure Caused by Bugs in Application
The applications running on cloud infrastructure are the fore front handler of the storage solutions and data. The
applications are designed to manipulate data during business transactions. Hence forth the application is responsible for
accepting and analysing mission critical business data during customer interactions. We understand the applications
deployed by the users are well tested and highly maintained. The application may be used by company personals or
directly by the customer. Hence this may lead to a situation where mishandling of that application raises reasons for
failure, which cannot be handled by the application. Hence this situation is considered as bugs in the application during
data validation. The example in this case demonstrates [Fig – 1] the validation bug while accepting the list price of a
product. This may lead to integrity loss and failure.

Figure 1: ERP Application for Stock Update
C. Failure Caused by Service Provider Fault
Major of the storage and cloud service providers perform their maintenance tasks. The maintenance tasks involve
changing instances, storage containers, routine performance maintenance and terminating unused machines. Most of
the events are well pre-notified and customers usually shutdown their applications to prevent data loss. However,
sometimes a huge downtime for the applications also leads to loss of data. We analyse Amazon Cloud Services to
understand the downtime and effect of applications [Table – 1].
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TABLE I: AMAZON SERVICE AVAILABILITY
Year

Downtime per Year in Hours

Availability %

2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010

5.26
52.56
262.8
8.76
87.6
876

99.999
99.990
99.950
99.900
99
90

D. Failure Caused by Quality Failure
The highest priority for business customer demand is storage and streaming of video data. This depends on network
latency, shifting customer requirements based on number users per node and finally the fluctuating demands. Major of
the cloud service providers struggle to provide the required storage solutions, which are fast and cost effective to the
customers. Hence customer applications may lead to loss of data during the process of video data streaming.
E. Failure Caused by Increasing Demands
The demand for users per node for customer is ever increasing. Hence the demand for high availability hardware
resources including storage is also increasing. When the cloud service provider maintains on premises hardware
resources, then there is a very less change to increase the resources immediately matching the resource demand. This
may lead to loss of data during pick hours of business for customers.
F. Failure Caused by Security Reasons
Hosting applications for business needs handling mission critical data might be economical on public cloud solutions
but that opens the channel for security attacks. In major free solutions most of the time the security is compromised due
to lack of good free source security solutions. Hence this may lead to loss of data by attacks like hacking or DDoS.
G. Failure Caused by Service Failure
Majority of the applications dealing with enterprise data which are critical in nature use third party applications to fetch
data from other sources. This policy is used majorly in business process management applications on cloud. The
fetched data is to be collected from multiple other services, where one part of the connection is residing on the
customer application and other two parts resides outside the application. One of those two components resides on the
service application from which the data needs to be collected and other component resides on the third party server to
connect and match both the services. Failure of any of these services may lead to customer application failure which
intern leads to loss of data.
H. Failure Caused by Container Failure
In the recent researches it is been proved that the failures of storage containers is the highest listed factor leading to data
loss. The specific reasons of the storage containers failure is discussed earlier in this work.
I. Failure Caused by Bad recovery policies
As the data loss is caused by many factors listed above, hence a good recovery policy should be the highest priority for
the customer applications and storage service providers. Due to lack of data management knowledge, the recovery
policy is most of the time ignored in major places. Inclusion of a better recovery policy also may lead to higher cost
factors. Simplest recovery policies may at least double the cost of storage and maintenance. Moreover the customer
believes that the recovery services are the responsibility of the provider and storage service providers believes that the
application developers must take care of the contingency plan. This leads to confusion and finally the loss of data.
As we see there are many factors influencing data loss related to application, hardware, security, policies, demands and
quality of storage solutions, hence there shows requirements for understandings the fault tolerance mechanism and their
performances.
III. STANDARD FAULT TOLERANCE MECHANISMS
The standard fault tolerance mechanism depends on the erasure codes. The basic mechanism can be understood if we
assume a collection of n disks are partitioned into k disks. Hence there will be m disks which will hold the coding
information as
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rn

m  n 



k i ….Eq 1

i 1

Where r denotes number of k multiple of disks
The basic interpretation of the erasure codes can be understood as each disk must hold a z bit word to represent the
customer data. If we denote them with d then the total set of codes for k number of disks are considered as
z 1 , z 2 , z 3 .... z k ….Eq 2

Also we consider the codes stored on each every m disk with c, and then the total representation is considered as
c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ....c k ….Eq 3

The coding and the customer data should a linear combination and can be represented as
c 0  a ( 1 , 0 ) z 0  .....  a ( 1 , k  1 ) z k  1
c 1  a ( 2 , 0 ) z 0  .....  a ( 2 , k  1 ) z k  1

….Eq 4

....
....
c m  a ( m , 0 ) z 0  .....  a ( m , k  1 ) z k  1

The coefficients ―a‖ are also z bit words. Encoding, therefore,
Simply requires multiplying and adding words, and decodinginvolves solving a set of linear equations with Gaussian
eliminationor matrix inversion.
Furthermore, we understand the most popular coding techniques here.
A. RAID-4 and RAID-5
The RAID – 4 and RAID – 5 are the simplest form of the erasure codes explained in this work earlier. RAID – 4 and
RAID –5 differs from the basic framework as it employs different arrangements of data replication. The framework for
RAID – 4 and RAID – 5 are explained here:
The RAID is a modification to MDS code where m=1 and z=1. The basic coding depends on a bit noted as p, where
p  z 0  z 1  ..  z k  1 ….Eq 5

In case of any bit changing, the XOR code will identify it for the surviving code.
B. Linux RAID-6
The Linux system RAID – 6 is considered as additional support to RAID – 4 and RAID – 5 as it uses an alternative
disk under the framework. This framework proposes an alternation to the MDS as considering the code to be stored in
two disks as m=2. Hence the formulation is too simple by using an XOR code:
p  z 1  z 2  ...  z k
q  z 1  2 ( z 2 )  ...  2 ( z k )
k

….Eq 6

Here the codes called p and q will be stored on alternative disks to ensure the Erasure code to protect the data loss.
C. Array Codes
The framework is called Array code as it is implemented using r X n array of customer data. In this framework the
customer data will be stored with the arrangements as Figure – 2.

Figure 2: Array Code Storage
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The array code with the following parameters: k=4, m=2 (RAID-6), n = k+m = 6, r=4, z=1.
D. Non-MDS Codes
The Non-MDS codes do not allow replication of m storage devices to achieve optimal fault tolerance. The replication
of storage devices containing the code is higher than the other frameworks. However the efficiency provided by the
Non-MDS codes compared to other frameworks in terms of performance is high.
Hence we compare all the types of code frameworks here.
IV. UNDERSTANDING REED-SOLOMON ERASURE
The most effective and popular framework under Erasure Coding is Reed-Solomon framework. The framework can be
applied in case of
n  2

z

, where n denotes number of disks and z denotes number of customer data ….Eq 7
To understand the framework for 256 storage containers or disks are considered. For a 256 disks, a Reed – Solomon
code can be defined and implemented using Galois Field Arithmeticor GF (2 8). The coefficient ―a‖ can be defined in
various ways. The basic implementation of Reed – Solomon is Couchy construction. To understand Couchy
construction, we select any n unique numbers in the space of GF(2Z). Hence the selected n number are distributed in
two sets called X and Y, where X contains m elements and Y contains k elements. Hence:
a (i, j ) 

1
xi  y

with the help of GF (2z….Eq 8
j

The most important factor that makes Reed-Solomon framework to implement is the simplicity. In this framework
selecting k and m is random and does not depend on any factors and can be selected independently. The performance
can be questioned as the time complexity for performing an XOR operating is less compared to GF. However the
modern processors rely on vector instruction sets for performing array based multiplication operation. Hence the
reduction in time for computation can be achieved. Moreover with the improvement of latency time for the I/O devices
and cache memory is also been improving to match with the highly complex Erasure Codes. The implementation of
Reed – Solomon is simple as many open source solutions are readily available for storage solutions.
V. APPLICATION OF ERASURE
As the most noted fault tolerance framework is the Erasure codes, hence we understand the application of Erasure
codes on various cloud storage service providers.
E. Erasure on Microsoft Windows Azure
Microsoft Windows Azure employs a Local Reconstruction Code or LRC to be implemented using Reed – Solomon
Code. The LRC is shorter code, which is robust and portable to implement and store. Here we understand the
application framework in detail:
We assume there are 6 data segments and 3 parity segments. Here the 3 parity segments are computed from 6 data
segments stored in distinguished 9 disks. During failure any segment can be used for reconstruction. As the data and
code is distributed over 9 segments, hence all the 9 segments need to be used for reconstruction. Azure define the cost
of reconstruction is equal to number of data segments required for reconstruction. Hence in this case the total
reconstruction cost is 6. However the main purpose of LRC is to reduce the reconstruction cost by calculating some of
the codes from the local data segments. Hence to follow the same logic we have now 4 parity codes. Two of the parity
codes are generated from all the data segments and should be kept globally. In the other hand the remaining two parity
codes are computed from each storage data segment groups and should be kept locally [Figure – 3].

Figure 3: LRC Computation
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Here the construction of LRC adds an additional parity code into the Reed – Solomon code. Hence it may appear as
addition load on the computation, however this computation does not execute during the conventional tractions of data.
F. Erasure on Amazon S3
The basic implantation of fault tolerance of Amazon Simple Storage Service or S3 depends on the RAID framework.
However rather than depending only on the storage providers, Amazon also recommends to employ application based
fault tolerance mechanism. Hence this frame work should be considered as RAID – Application based framework. This
is very much similar to Service Oriented Architecture or SOA model for RAID.
The fault tolerance mechanism for Amazon S3 has three major components in the framework [Figure – 4]:

Figure 4: RAID SOA
 Module for Resource Management: The Module for resource management is responsible for data deployment
considering the factors of customer location preferences, content type for storage and application performance.
 Module for Data Management: This component is responsible for handling data based on factors like encoding of
data, distributions of data and security factors.
 UI Module: The UI module plays a bit of less important role in this architecture. This UI module provides the
overall view of the business data for the customers.
G. Erasure on Google File Systems
The File System in Google employs an essential high load data processing and storage solutions on public storage
systems. The most crucial recovery factor relies on the Google’s specific algorithms using constant monitoring,
replication management, automatic and chunk recovery.
Hence we understand that most of the cloud service providers use Erasure codes for their storage solutions with
modifications leading to service and cost benefits.
VI. PERFORMANCE MEASURE FACTORS
The core understanding to be realized here is that only considering the storage system efficiencies and recovery speed
during failure is not sufficient. To have a better realization of the performance of Erasure codes, there is a need for
formulating the factors for performance measure.
Here we list the other important factors for performance measure to help selecting the better Erasure coding framework:
H. Repair Bandwidth Factor
To recover from a failure, the new data is to be stored on a new disk connected locally or remotely on the storage
solution server. The process of recovery deploys a process to transmit the code to the new disk from the existing disk.
Hence the new disks can locally generate the code. During the transmission of code for re-generation of data uses the
same network which is used by the application for data transactions. This may lead to over load on the network and can
slow down the application response time.
I. Repair Input-Output Factor
During the repair operations, the write and read transactions needs to be carried out on new and existing disks to write
recovered data and codes respectively. The write transactions will write the re-generated data and the read transactions
will read the codes from the existing disks. To write one block of data the code framework needs to read from all the
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code segment blocks as discussed in the earlier part of this work. Hence the write and read transactions are
unavoidable. This may lead of over use of computational power provided by the service provider and may reduce the
running application performance.
J. Latency Time Factor
Few of codes employ a strategy to embed the codes into the data. Hence requirements for additional storage spaces can
be ignored. Moreover due to less replication the cost of storage solutions also can be reduced. However the problem
arises when the process of re-generation of data starts. The re-generated data need to same as the original data and the
original data included codes as embedded data segments. Hence a iterative and time complex process need to be
deployed for recovery process. This may lead to high downtime for the application.
K. Efficiency of Storage Factor
The storage efficient factor defines a ratio of size of the original data and actual data size including the codes for
recovery. The MDS code frameworks are considered to be efficient in terms of increasing the storage ratio factor.
However to maintain a high storage ratio factor, it is nearly impossible to sustain a high disk I/O overhead. Thus the
disk I/O overhead might be compromised.
VII.

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR DATA REPLICATION

In this work we understand the application to Erasure to various cloud storage service providers and we also understand
the types of Erasure Codes. However we identify that the replication process is unavoidable and the generation of codes
are the most important process during implantation of Erasure frameworks. Hence it is the most important factor to
employ some mechanism to compress the replicated data during the replication process to minimize the storage cost.
Here we propose our algorithm to compress the customer data during the process of applying Erasure Codes.
To understand the process, we assume the size of the customer data is ―s‖ and needs to be replicated over ―n‖ disks.
The disks containing the data can be noted as
….Eq 8

d 0 , d 1 , d 2 ...., d n  1

Here the original data must be stored on d 0 .
Moreover the codes used for recovery also needs to be stored on ―m‖ number of disks and can be noted as:
…. Eq 9

d 0 , d 1 , d 2 ...., d m  1

The selection of ―n‖ and ―m‖ is realized using Reed – Solomon framework.
Hence the process of modified algorithm is presentedhere [Figure –5].

Figure 5: Proposed Algorithm
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Step-1. Pre-Processing of the Data: In this phase the client data is accumulated on the storage solutions and then the
pre-processing of the data is carried out. During the pre-processing phase, the data is been normalized to avoid any sort
of noise and other factors that may influence the integrity problems with the failure also. Hence, a data with size ―s‖ is
normalized here, where each work of the data is noted as ―w‖:
i, j n


W 



w ij

i, j0
n


i0

wi

…Eq 10

w

Step-2. Compression of Data: In this phase the data is been compressed before the replication process starts. This is
an iterative process and executes every time where there is a significant change in data size:
 lo g 2 ( S )    lo g 2 (W )    lo g 2 ( A )  …Eq 11

Where,
S represents the size of the data buffer;
W represents the size of the entire window
represents the size of the alphabet
Step-3. Applying Reed – Solomon Code framework: Hence during the replication process and code generation
system, the algorithm needs to address only the compressed form of data.
Hence forth the raise in time complexity to apply the BF approach is reduced here and the same can be used for data
compression in the system.
We evaluate the theoretical model and realize that the reduction in storage cost is achievable through this, but the
increase of computational complexity increases.
We have analysed multiple data loads and understood the compression factors [Table - 2].
TABLE III: COMPRESSION RESULTS
Data Set Name
Set – 1
Set – 2
Set – 3

Size During Raw Storage in MB
6.27
9.47
18.5

Size After Compression in MB
6.20
9.40
18.4

The compression algorithm results in 0.996 compression ratio.
VIII.

CONCLUSION

Hence we understand the Erasure code framework and multiple variations to the same. We also consider their
applications on major cloud storage service providers. We also consider the reasons that lead to failure of storage. We
realize that the Erasure codes are very effective for replication and recovery process during storage failure. However
we also identify that reduction in storage cost cannot be minimized over the Erasure Codes to a maximum efficiency.
Hence in this work we also propose a theoretical framework to compress the data in order to achieve lower storage cost.
We have seen a downgrade of 0.996% percent reduction of storage cost in the new algorithm. The percentage achieved
may not be over helming, however considering the fact that this is achieved with minimal computational effort and this
method also reduces the computational cost. Hence the total cost reduction can be considered as storage cost reduction
plus computational cost reduction.
IX. FUTURE SCOPE
The work has generated satisfactory understanding and results. However application of the same process on various
cloud storage systems need to be carried out. Here we list the future scope of this work. Firstly, the same algorithm
needs to texted on various domain specific data. Secondly, the same compression algorithm needs to be tested on
reduction of code size used during the recovery process and finally, the new proposed theoretical method needs to
validated over the performance measure parameters defined in this work.
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